About the BMA

The BMA (British Medical Association) is a professional association and trade union representing and negotiating on behalf of all doctors and medical students in the UK. It is a leading voice advocating for outstanding health care and a healthy population. It is an association providing members with excellent individual services and support throughout their lives.

1. Summary

1.1. The COVID-19 pandemic has been a stark reminder of the urgency of reversing rising rates of homelessness and rough sleeping as the personal and public health impacts of homelessness have been laid bare.

1.2 The total number of households in temporary accommodation in England increased by 75% between 2010 and 2019. Rough sleeping, meanwhile, increased by 141% between 2010 and 2019. This does not account for the ‘hidden homeless’, i.e. sofa-surfers, people living in squats or other insecure accommodation, who will not be known to authorities.

1.3 The health outcomes of homeless people are poor; homeless people are more likely to die young, with an average age of death of 47 years and 43 for homeless women, compared to an average of 77 in the general population, and 80 for women.

1.4 The BMA welcomes that the response of the Westminster government to protect the rough sleeping population and those in homeless shelters who could not self-isolate at the outbreak of COVID-19 was swift and effective. However, it is important not to forget that the reason this had to be done so swiftly and effectively in the first place was because of the higher risk of transmission and death rough sleepers would otherwise face from the virus.

1.5 Whilst we welcome the announcement of an extra £151m funding at the Spending Review to boost the Rough Sleeping Initiative announced in 2018, this funding is for 2021/22 and does not provide additional funding over the next few months.

1.6 Given that the UK is now experiencing a second wave of the virus with cases at record highs, the government must introduce emergency legislation and accompanying funding to allow for the continuation of efforts to protect the homeless population from COVID-19.

1.7 The government’s COVID-19 rough sleeping taskforce should work to embed the practices that have seen effective cross-sector collaboration during COVID-19, so this is continued and built upon beyond the pandemic. This must follow proper evaluation of any changes in practice or service delivery to be sure that they are having the desired effects.

1.8 The BMA is also calling on the government’s COVID-19 rough sleeping taskforce to use the opportunity of the ‘Everyone In’ initiative to engage the homeless population in health services by
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working with NHS England to promote wider access to physical and mental health services for homeless people, both in primary and secondary care.

2. How effective has the support provided by the Government been in addressing the impact of COVID-19 on tenants, landlords, rough sleepers and the homeless?

2.1 The government’s ‘Everyone In’ initiative to temporarily house the rough sleeping population and those homeless people in shelters who could not self-isolate at the outbreak of the virus has been widely praised across the homeless advocacy and support sectors.\(^4\) By May, more than 90% of rough sleepers and those in unsuitable sheltered accommodation, had been offered accommodation by local authorities.\(^5\) It is important to note, however, that the accuracy of this figure has been questioned by data showing alerts from the public to the charity Streetlink of rough sleepers increased between April and June 2020.\(^6\)

2.2 There have been remarkably few COVID-19 deaths in the homeless population in the UK. Sixteen homeless people are known to have died from the virus, as of July 2020.\(^7\) The numbers are particularly surprising considering homeless people are three times more likely to experience a chronic health condition including respiratory conditions such as COPD, a risk factor of severe symptoms of COVID-19.\(^8\) There is good reason to assume this number would have been higher had the ‘Everyone In’ initiative not been able to fund the placement of rough sleepers in single en-suite rooms, and where food is largely delivered directly to their doors.

2.3 As well as housing so many rough sleepers in such a short amount of time, another positive development of the homelessness response to the pandemic in has been improved collaboration at a local level between Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs), public health, local authorities and housing departments in England. For example, public health and local authorities working with their CCG to find funding for specialist homeless clinical practices to provide additional COVID-19 outreach and screening.\(^9\) It is vital such new ways of working are not lost and allow homeless people to continue to be better served in their health needs by public services. The COVID-19 rough sleeping taskforce did an extraordinary job of housing so many homeless people. The taskforce must now embed such practices so that collaboration is continued beyond the pandemic, and for the ‘hidden homeless’ population who were not provided for by the funding. Homelessness cannot be tackled in a meaningful way if health is ignored.

2.4 The government’s COVID-19 rough sleeping taskforce must work to embed the practices that have seen effective cross-sector collaboration during COVID-19, so this is continued and built upon beyond the pandemic. This must follow proper evaluation of any changes in practice or service delivery to be sure that they are having the desired effects.

2.5 Rising rates of homelessness across the country have required urgent action for too long, and the government must not waste the momentum created from their efforts in housing homeless people
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during COVID-19. The ‘Everyone In’ initiative has meant those homeless people who have been found temporary accommodation during the outbreak of COVID-19 are now engaging with local authorities, possibly for the first time since becoming homeless or since sleeping rough. This is an opportunity to establish a relationship, build trust and connect them to the health services that can help meet their needs. This is, historically, a group of people who are not often heard, some of who have complex health needs, and so such an opportunity must not be wasted. The specialist taskforce created by the government to lead the next phase of support for rough sleepers during the pandemic should prioritise such engagement. Throughout this process, all public services should be actively challenging prejudice and discrimination towards homeless people.

2.7 The government’s COVID-19 rough sleeping taskforce must use the opportunity of the ‘Everyone In’ initiative to engage the homeless population in health services by working with NHS England to promote wider access to physical and mental health services for homeless people, both in primary and secondary care.

2.8 This engagement must include signposting and improving access, where appropriate, to mental health services. Poor mental health is both a cause and consequence of homelessness, but this link is often overlooked. In 2014, 80% of homeless people in England reported that they had mental health issues, with 45% having been diagnosed with a mental health condition. People sleeping rough who experience mental illness are 50% more likely to spend more than a year sleeping rough than those who do not. Treatment has the potential to address the trauma that is too often a pathway into rough sleeping and long-term homelessness.

2.9 It is important that homeless people can access primary care and treatment, even if they do not have proof of address. The BMA has previously published registration guidance for GP surgeries which highlights that practices should not refuse registration on the grounds that patients are unable to provide proof of identity or address. In addition, as we move towards digital care in the time of COVID-19, it will be important that homeless people are not digitally excluded from accessing all important primary care.

2.10 Barriers to accessing care exist in secondary care too, and the decimation of addictions services provides a good example of what happens when public health budgets are so dramatically reduced. Where provision is reduced this will likely lead to higher thresholds, so capacity is not exceeded, creating yet another barrier for homeless people to access the help that so many need.

2.11 The BMA supports the ‘Housing First’ approach as a solution for more homeless people to engage in health services. This model advocates for housing as a human right and gives people who have experienced homelessness and chronic health and social care needs a stable base from which to rebuild their lives. Crucially, it is different to traditional homelessness models in that it places no conditions on participants to stay in their new housing. The model has a success rate of between 70% and 90% in keeping people in permanent accommodation.
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2.12 The Housing First model is typically for people with longer term and more complex needs. However, there also needs to be provision for the newly homeless, in light of the anticipated wave of homeless people as a direct result of COVID-19, with a similar recognition of stable housing as an essential means to benefitting from ‘wrap around’ health and social care. This might include rapid-rehousing models that enable newly homeless people to access permanent housing as quickly as possible to prevent needs from escalating.  

3. What might the impact be of a second wave of coronavirus on homelessness and the private rented sector?

3.1 Even without this second wave of coronavirus, there are still many people at risk of sleeping rough and becoming homeless as a direct impact of the pandemic. As job losses filter through society, as domestic violence increases as a result of the pandemic, and as the ban on evictions comes to an end, rates of homelessness are expected to increase.  

3.2 Those who are struggling to pay rent, or who are in an unstable housing situation need to be identified by any public services in which they come into contact, before they are pushed into homelessness. Moreover, the additional funding to protect homeless people announced in June is finite; we know some contracts between local authorities in London and hotels housing homeless people have come to an end. As housing insecurity increases, prevention of homelessness and rough sleeping must be a priority of the government’s homeless strategy during the duration of the COVID-19 outbreak. The BMA encourages the Government to consider options for longer-term prevention proposed by homelessness organisations, such as Crisis and Shelter, that would ensure people have the financial support they need to avoid being pushed into homelessness.  

3.3 A return to dormitory style hostels and night shelters for the winter months is ill advised. These premises are entirely unsuitable for social distancing. Unless the government continues to fund the placement of homeless people into suitable and safe accommodation, we could see large outbreaks amongst this population. This is particularly concerning considering the anticipated wave of newly homeless people as a direct result of COVID-19. 

3.4 The ‘Everyone In’ initiative saved many lives. Whilst the government’s ‘Protect Programme’ is a welcome injection of funding, it does not reach the same proportion of rough sleepers as ‘Everyone In’. There is no reason that this second wave of COVID-19 should be any less dangerous for rough sleepers. Indeed, the Winter months and associated illnesses make it all the more important rough sleepers are provided with shelter.  

3.5 The BMA supports calls for emergency homelessness legislation. This would place a 12-month duty on local authorities to enable everyone either sleeping rough, or who is homeless and cannot self-isolate, or at risk of these eventualities, to have access to safe accommodation. It would also prevent those providers of night shelters from having to resort to the reopening of dangerous dormitory style hostels and night shelters.
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